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Assignments

Unit 5 Overview
Microsoft Excel 2010 – Introduction to Excel
This unit introduces you to the most widely used spreadsheet in business today. Not only will Microsoft Excel skills make you more marketable, but you can use the application to get more organized both personally and professionally.
Microsoft Excel is an application that contains workbooks that can contain numerical data that is presented in rows and columns. Microsoft Excel uses formulas and pre-built functions to analyze data. You will be delighted to see how easy it is to make a basic graph from your data in no time!
Hint: Pay special attention to our key terms this week. Knowing the terms associated with Microsoft Excel will be a big help in learning this application quickly

Outcomes
After completing this unit, you should be able to:
	Demonstrate the ability to create a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.

Course Outcome practiced in this unit: 
IT133-3: Create spreadsheets and graphs using basic spreadsheet functions.


What do you have to do in this unit?
Complete all assigned readings
	Check for new announcements
	Participate in the discussion board
	Complete the Spreadsheet Quiz
	Attend the Live Audio Seminar or complete Flexible Learning Activity Quiz


eGuide Reading for this Unit: 
Unit 5 eGuide: Introduction to Excel
This chapter focuses on introducing you to Excel. You will be introduced to workbooks and worksheets, along with how to plan and set up a workbook, identify Excel window components, and work with cells and data within a worksheet. 

Vocabulary | Unit 5
Spreadsheet – a computerized equivalent of a ledger, containing rows and columns
of data.
Spreadsheet program – a computerized application designed to build and
manipulate spreadsheets.
Worksheet – a spreadsheet element that may contain formulas, functions, values,
text, and graphics.
Workbook – a file containing related worksheets.
Active cell – the cell you are working in; the cell where information or data is
currently being input.
Formula bar – used to enter or edit cell contents.
Name box – indicates the location or name for the active cell
Sheet tabs – tell the user what sheets of a workbook are available.
Select all button – clicked to select all elements of the worksheet.
Cell – the intersection of a column and row.
Cell reference – designated by a column letter and a row number.
Text – includes, letters, numbers, symbols and spaces.
Value – a number that represent a quantity, an amount, a date or time.
Formula – a combination of numbers, cell references, operators, and/or functions.
Order of precedence – controls the sequence in which arithmetic operations are
performed, which affects the result.
Range – is a rectangular group of cells
Autofill – enables you to copy the content of a cell or a range of cells by dragging
the fill handle over an adjacent cell or range of cells.
Fill handle – small Black Square appearing in the bottom right corner of a cell.
Merge and center cells – option centers an entry across a range of selected cells.
Autofit – automatically adjusts the height and width of cells.
Comment – adds documentation to a cell.


Introduction to Spreadsheets
This week's seminar will focus on when and why to use Microsoft Excel. We will also discuss the various elements associated with an Excel workbook and worksheet. 
Be sure to review the Seminar Grading Rubric within the Syllabus prior to attending seminar to ensure you comply with the participation requirements.
Remember, if you do not participate in the weekly Seminar, complete the Flexible Learning Activity Quiz.




